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BOSTON –WorldCare International, Inc. (WorldCare), has partnered with HTH Worldwide to
offer a new service, WorldCare ABROAD, to clients and members worldwide. The service is one
of the many new services recently added to WorldCare’s spectrum of services, which address
clients’ and members’ continuum of care needs.
WorldCare ABROAD is available through employers, insurers, brokers and Third-Party
Administrators as a benefit plan component, as part of an insurance policy or on a stand-alone
basis. The service provides members with access to quality medical care and resources while
traveling. Through WorldCare ABROAD, members have fast, easy access to travel assistance
and information and exclusive, fully-vetted physicians. Members take along WorldCare Go, a
convenient downloadable mobile app, which allows them to access medical and safety
resources for each destination on their itinerary. Drawing on HTH Worldwide’s rich destination
health databases, WorldCare Go covers the globe with international search and information
functionality for doctors, hospitals and pharmacies, along with city and country security content,
embassy information and translations for medical terms, drugs and drug equivalencies.
Hassan S. Sharif, President and Chief Operating Officer of WorldCare shared, “Our partnership
with HTH Worldwide is just one of the ways we are exploring how best to continue to provide
access to a wide-array of healthcare services that truly address our client’s and member’s
needs and make a difference in their medical outcomes. Our mission to improve the quality of
health care worldwide by maximizing timely, efficient and strategic access to the best in health
care means seeking out partners, such as HTH Worldwide, who share our vision and offer
services that fit into our model. WorldCare ABROAD does just this and we are excited about our
partnership.”
“At HTH Worldwide, we have a long track record of providing travelers with the most convenient
access to medical care across the globe,” said Alex Wood, Managing Director for HTH
Worldwide. “We are proud to have built the WorldCare Go app because it enables world
travelers to go abroad confidently; knowing that access to the vital medical care and support
they need is as close as their mobile device.”
“For more information on WorldCare ABROAD or about WorldCare International, Inc., please
visit www.worldcare.com.
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About WorldCare International, Inc.

WorldCare's mission is to improve the quality of health care worldwide by maximizing timely, efficient and
strategic access to the best in health care. For over 20 years, WorldCare has empowered members and
physicians in 45 countries with the clinical information and resources needed to make more informed
medical decisions.
About HTH Worldwide
HTH Worldwide is a global leader that provides access to quality healthcare information and services all
around the globe. HTH’s mission is to help people anywhere and anytime understand, navigate and
access the best available healthcare services. HTH Worldwide will remain an industry leader in the
design, development and distribution of mobile and online global resources across a variety of channels
to accomplish its mission. For further information, visit http://www.hthworldwide.net.

